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Exclusions Apply. Integrated Engineering camshafts re-tune the sequencing of the valves,
allowing for more airflow at high RPM. These new grinds result in further increased
performance, cleaner idle properties, and a more linear power band. IECVA2 camshafts are a
strong street setup intended for turbocharged applications using turbochargers in the bhp size
range or when a closer to factory idle is required. These camshafts are the only sets on the
market designed by engineers who truly specialize in the 1. As a result, they are much more
finely tuned to the specific needs of these engines and produce extrordinary results. They are
CNC ground to exacting standards from camshaft profile data exclusive to IE and designed by
our engineering staff. By eliminating the troublesome internal adjusters, and incorperating OE
style timing marks, we have not only made these camshafts reliable, but also very simple to
install. We have incorporated an extensive program of dyno testing to optimize these camshafts
for the engine setups people actually run. IE camshafts are carefully designed for optimum
valvetrain harmonics and safe, long life of your components, yet engine dyno testing yielded
gains of up to 60 peak bhp at 22psi. About Integrated Engineering : Merging decades of
experience with hundreds of hours of prototyping, engineering, dyno testing and daily usage
evaluation has output exhaust systems that are the ultimate compliment to your performance
car. Can't find what you're looking for? Odds are we can get it! Click Here Now. ALL 1. Dan
Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. A failing camshaft position sensor CMP sensor can
produce a confusing range of problems, depending on the way it fails and the model of the car:.
Photo courtesy of Wanna Be Creative on Flickr. An intermittent or complete CMP sensor failure
while on the road could be dangerous. It could happen at any time: You are driving on the
highway, moving along in fast traffic, when your engine suddenly loses power. There is nothing
to do but watch in horror as a vehicle approaching at 70 miles an hour rear-ends you. Not a
pretty picture, but it's happened many times. Here, we'll explore the symptoms of a bad
camshaft position sensor and what you can do about it. But let's discuss first what the sensor
does. The camshaft controls the opening and closing of the intake and exhaust valves. Photo
courtesy of Joe Goldberg on Flickr. Your engine's cylinder head houses one or two
camshaftsâ€”a shaft equipped with offset lobesâ€”to operate the intake and exhaust valves.
The crankshaft, located in the engine block, drives the camshaft using gears, a timing chain, or
a timing belt. By Sonett72 via Wikimedia Commons public domain. To determine which cylinder
is in its power stroke, your car's computer monitors the rotating position of the camshaft
relative to the crankshaft position using a camshaft position CMP sensor. It uses this
information to adjust the spark timing and the operation of the fuel injectors. Thus, the CMP
sensor affects fuel economy, emissions control, and engine efficiency. The two most common
camshaft sensors you'll see are the magnetic and Hall-effect types. Both transmit a voltage
signal to an electronic control module or to the car's computer. The magnetic type produces its
own AC alternate current signal a sine wave , and you can identify it by its two wires. The
Hall-effect type uses an external power source to produce a digital signal a "square wave,"
on-or-off and has three wires. Note: If you are new to all this, you should know that the camshaft
position sensor is a different part from the crankshaft position sensor. Just like every part or
component in your car, the CMP sensor will eventually stop working when it's reached the end
of its service life, because an internal part, wire, or related component has failed. The symptoms
your engine may experience at this point can vary, depending on the type of sensor failure: for
example, a problem in the circuit, the connector, the sensor itself, or a related component. Once
your car's computer detects a CMP sensor failure, it will trigger the engine light and store a
diagnostic trouble code DTC in its memory see the table below for common camshaft position
sensor trouble diagnostic codes. As you may expect, the specific location of the camshaft
position sensor varies by a vehicle's make and model. On most models you can find the sensor
somewhere around the cylinder head. Some GM models may have a special compartment for
the sensor. Depending on the specific model of your car, your engine may have one or more
cam sensors. If you need help finding the sensor s , check the vehicle service manual for your
particular model. You may find a copy in the reference section of your local public library. I
highly recommend that you buy an aftermarket repair manual for your specific vehicle make and
model Haynes is a good inexpensive brand for reference when doing maintenance and small
repairs. If your car computer has already triggered the engine light, you may retrieve the code
the DTC using a code reader or a relatively inexpensive scan tool. If you don't own a code
reader and can't afford to buy one, and you still can drive your car safely, just go to a nearby
auto parts store that retrieves DTCs for free. After confirming a CMP-sensor related trouble
code, it's worth doing some simple tests. A trouble code pointing to a potential CMP sensor
failure doesn't necessarily mean that the sensor itself is bad. You may be dealing with a wire,
connector, or related component failure that you can fix yourself. However, confirming the good

or bad operation of a camshaft sensor may require a scope. A failing sensor signal, for example,
may be hard to check without special equipment. Still, you can do some simple checks in your
garage using a digital multimeter DMM tool. Check the video below to see how you can perform
these tests using a test light and a multimeter. It'll give you an idea of the nature of the tests
too. If you've determined that your engine has spark but fuel injectors are not firing, there's a
chance your CMP sensor has failed. It's not uncommon for a CMP sensor internal circuitry to
develop an electrical open. This is usually caused by the sensor being exposed to engine high
operating temperatures. High temperatures can break a wire. The broken wire may still make
contact while the engine is cool. As soon as the engine compartment temperature increases,
the damaged wire may expand and separate, creating an intermittent failure. If your tests seem
inconclusive, especially if the problem has triggered a CMP sensor related trouble code, you
may want to check your timing belt or chain. Timing belts not so much timing chains will stretch
after miles of hard work, and tensioners will wear out over time, upsetting spark timing. This will
not only show the symptoms of a bad camshaft sensor but even trigger a CMP sensor related
trouble code. Some car manufacturers suggest replacing a timing belt and tensioner every five
years for this reason. If you've confirmed that the camshaft position sensor is bad, you may
want to replace it yourself. On some vehicle models, replacing the sensor is just as easy as
unplugging the electrical connector, unscrewing the mounting bolt, pulling the sensor out, and
installing a new one. On other models you may need to remove one or more components to
gain access to the sensor as you will see in the next video. Check your car's repair manual for
instructions on how to replace the sensor on your particular vehicle model. The symptoms I
discussed above are not clear signs that your CMP sensor is bad. Still, if you recognize one or
more of these symptoms, try to diagnose the problem as soon as possible. The last thing you
want is to get stuck in the middle of the road. Start by getting the trouble codes from your
computer memory, and, if necessary, testing the sensor with the help of your vehicle service
manual. Sometimes you can determine the cause of the problem and fix it yourself without
spending too much time and money. Answer: No, a faulty camshaft sensor can't cause a
knocking sound unless it affects ignition timing. Question: I found metal shavings on one of the
camshaft position sensors. Does this mean the motor is junk? The magnets pick this up.
Question: I have a Sonata 3. Would a faulty crankshaft position sensor cause the engine to
crank over without starting? Answer: Yes, it's possible, if the sensor is not sending the proper
signal or there are problems in the circuit. This other post may help:. Is this a problem? Answer:
There could be a bad ground on the sensor. Check it first with the ignition in On, and using
engine ground. Then, crank or start the engine and check with the sensor ground. Compare
your reading to specs. This will give you a batter indication of the condition of the sensor.
Question: My Altima is letting out white smoke and is needing oil depending on how much miles
I run it. Now, the computer just came up with the camshaft position sensor. Is that sensor whys
it's doing that? Answer: The CAM tells the computer the position of the camshaft, and works in
sync with the crankshaft sensor, so the computer knows when to fire an injector depending on
model and to fire spark. The white smoke is more related to coolant or oil leaks bluish smoke
into the combustion chamber. So most likely there's a leak at the cylinder wall, rings, valve or
head gasket. You may need a compression test and leak down test to diagnose the problem.
Answer: The code points to the camshaft position sensor. There could be a faulty sensor or
circuit wire, connector, harness. Question: Can the camshaft sensors go out without the check
engine light coming on? Answer: Usually, if the sensor starts wearing out, the computer may
not turn on the check engine light, or if the fault is intermittent. But once the PCM detects a
problem with the sensor or the circuit, the engine light will come on. Question: Can a faulty
camshaft position sensor cause smoke to come out of your exhaust? Answer: It is possible for
a bad cam sensor to cause black smoke. Answer: Normally it won't prevent current from
reaching the starter, but it may 'disable' the ignition system - no spark. Answer: If the actuator is
not being lubricated properly, it'll make a rattling noise when the internal component move from
end to end. Answer: I believe your model uses a hall type, camshaft sensor. These types are
very sensitive to circuit faults short circuits, voltage surges. Check the circuit wires and
connectors for loose or damaged wire that might be causing a problem. Hope this helps.
Answer: If the faulty cam sensor has a bad effect on ignition timing at least in some models , it
can lead to a misfire; enough raw fuel will cause the catalytic to get red hot. Question: Would a
bad camshaft sensor cause only one cylinder to misfire? The coil plug and injector have all
been replaced on my Jeep Liberty 3. Answer: The computer uses the camshaft sensor to detect
cylinder power stroke, using its relative position to the crankshaft. If there's a problem with the
signal plate, it's possible to have a misfire in one cylinder. Usually, on these models, the ECM
will disable that particular cylinder to prevent raw fuel from going to the cat. Question: Can a
faulty camshaft sensor cause a hard shift in an automatic transmission? Answer: Yes, a faulty

camshaft position sensor can cause hard shifting or lock a gear in place. Question: When I start
on a cold engine everything is fine, but after a minute the engine begins to cough, and there is a
malfunction on the camshaft sensor. What could be the issue? Answer: Check the engine
temperature sensor first, and then test the camshaft before changing anything. Answer:
Troubleshoot the sensor first to make sure that's the problem - there could be problems with
the circuit as well. You may need the vehicle repair manual for this. Answer: The more like
sources of failure is the sensor itself, a problem in the circuit or the PCM. Question: If the
sensor is bad, can the spark be functioning and the injectors not pulse? Answer: camshaft
references compression or exhaust stroke, but a crankshaft position sensor is more likely to
affect pulse. Question: I had the camshaft position sensor replaced for the first time in March.
The truck did OK until August. Then it would cut off and hard start, code P I replaced the same
sensor in August. Now its November and showing the same symptoms. The car is a 05 Frontier.
Also, the SLIP trouble light comes on but goes out when the sensor is replaced. What can cause
three sensors to fail in 8 months? Answer: For some reason, the computer is detecting that the
Stability control system is not operating. Check the connector and related wires. There could be
a problem. Question: What would cause my car to quit while driving? It will only start if you turn
off the key and then it starts. Answer: There could be several causes, restricted fuel filter or
problems in the fuel system check for pressure , bad fuel pump, vacuum leak, or a bad sensor.
Check for trouble codes, even if the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code.
Question: What would happen if only one camshaft sensor does not work but the other one
works? Answer: In some models, the engine may still work with one sensor without starting
problem if the computer uses the crankshaft signal to figure camshaft position. Answer: The
computer has detected a cylinder three misfire. This is usually a problem in the ignition system
for that cylinder, or sometimes an intake leak affecting that cylinder. Question: What will happen
if I confuse the camshaft and crankshaft, thus accidentally trying to start the car with a
camshaft sensor where the crankshaft sensor should be? Answer: I've never done it myself, but
both sensors measure speed and position of internal engine components. I would assume
within the same application the physical configuration of each sensor is different to avoid
mounting the sensor in the wrong place. Answer: The P code usually refers to a possible failure
of the crankshaft position sensor or the circuit damage connector or wries. But the fault can
also be with the reluctor ring or, less likely, the car computer. Answer: The code points to a
problem with the camshaft position sensor - bank 2. A worn voltage reading. Inspect the sensor
for contamination, also the wires, or a bad sensor. Question: I have code PO The engine starts
and runs fine, "but has extended starter turn over. What could be the problem? Answer: The
problem could be with the sensor itself or the circuit. The signal is not properly reaching the
computer. Question: Can a sensor act this bad? I have a Nissan Sentra , and after the car
becomes hot; anywhere from 15 minutes to 3 hours, I have to crank it at least twice before it
starts. I have replaced the crank sensor, but no change. I replaced the cam sensor four times
from different suppliers, and the car won't start hot or cold. So I put the original sensor back in,
and it starts. Yet I still have the same issue for that 2 to 3 hours when it's hot. Answer: Some
models will not function properly unless you use OEM. Get the DTCs and go from there. You
may need to check the circuit as well. Answer: Yes. Either a circuit or sensor signal problem
can throw a P â€” P trouble code. Answer: This usually points to the cam sensor circuit, but it
could also be a sensor problem. A loose wire or bad connection at the sensor or PCM , a bad
sensor, or a sensor that has difficulty "reading" the reluctor wheel is possible. Answer: If it was
a hard hit and it caused the sprocket to misalign, it can probably affect the sensor. Answer:
Usually a camshaft sensor intermittent failure can produce no code. But you'll notice a change
in driveability performance at times. Question: My car has lost power and backfires after I shift
and surges while driving. What could the problem be? Answer: It could be a timing issue, but
make sure there are no problems in the valve train. Are all the valves working fine? See if you
can remove the valve cover and check the valves at idle and see if something doesn't look right.
Press the rocker arms with your thumb on each. See if something changes. Question: My car
gets spark and fuel, but still, no start. Can a bad cam sensor cause the no start? I ran a scan
which read as a bad sensor. Answer: On some models, a bad sensor can prevent your car from
starting. Check the sensor. Consult your vehicle repair manual for your model for this.
Question: Can a faulty camshaft sensor cause unexpected acceleration while the brake is being
applied? Answer: Besides human error, unintended acceleration usually is caused by a
mechanical malfunction in the accelerator assembly check if something is interfering with the
linkage going to the throttle body -- or from an electrical system malfunction in the cruise
control system sometimes a bad throttle position sensor or the computer. Haven't heard of a
bad camshaft position sensor causing this, though. Question: How long can I go with a bad
camshaft sensor. Answer: That depends on your particular vehicle make and model. If the

sensor actually has failed, you are doing more damage to the engine and you could end up with
an expensive repair later on. It's much cheaper to replace it. Question: I have a P error code,
and I replaced both the camshaft and crankshaft sensors. Answer: The problem is more likely to
be in the circuit, between one of the sensors and the computer power or ground , a short. Check
the connectors possibly a poor connection and wiring loose, damaged or corroded. Less likely,
a problem with the computer. You may need a digital multimeter to check for an incoming
reference signal for the sensor s. This other post can help you check the crank and camshaft
sensors. You can find the diagram in the vehicle repair manual for your model. Question: I have
a Mini Cooper S that died on the road and will not start. It has the code Intake Cam sensor and I
have replaced it twice. I also replaced the Vanos Solenoid and it still won't start. And the code
keeps coming back. Any ideas of what I should do? Answer: The problem could be in the
connector or the wires in the harness. Check the connector for corrosion or buildup, and make
sure the wires are not loose. Carefully tug the wires and make sure they are tight and properly
connected. Question: Is repeated failure and replacement of a sensor a symptom of another
problem? Answer: If the same sensor is failing, the problem could be in the circuit. You may
want to check the wiring diagram for your particular model. Use your vehicle repair manual.
Possibly you can use a test light or digital multimeter, depending on the circuit you are testing.
Question: Would a faulty cam sensor get worse over time? What are the symptoms over six
months? Answer: Contamination from oil, moister or oil, vibration, can cause a camshaft sensor
to fail prematurely. Check the mounting area for signs of contamination and make sure the unit
is properly secure. Also, check for wiring damage. This may also cause a bad effect on the
sensor itself. Question: I installed a new distributor 5 months ago and I had a miss immediately.
I thought It was maybe a bad plug. Now it either won't start for long periods and shuts off real
frequently during idle and while driving. Now I hear it's probably a bad COS and it's located in
the distributor as unserviceable part. I don't know how to check it and costly to replace. Could
the COS be bad and what is your advice? Answer: You may need to check the ignition system
to trace the fault. Most likely the vehicle repair manual for your model will tell you what tests
you can do. If you don't have the manual, check the reference section of your local public
library for it. Answer: It is possible in models where sensors share data for the transmission as
well. But check the sensor before replacing it. Answer: A faulty sensor may interfere with the
ignition and fuel system. The signal is used by the computer to fire the spark and operate the
injectors. Question: Why does the top metal part of my sensor have wear on it like something is
scraping it? Answer: High temperature and vibration may have a "wearing" effect on the
sensor's material. Answer: It's possible, but it's usually more likely to be a fault with a
crankshaft position sensor or circuit. It doesn't seem like they have taken care of the problem if
the check engine light is still on. If there's another problem with the engine or transmission,
they should let you know and explain exactly what's going on. Hope this help. I took care of
Coolant and power steering fluid. I paid money what ever i was asked to pay but till date it
showing sign of engine service soon on my car dashboard. I have a very limited knowledge of
car or computer being a senior of 74 years of age. What should i do? I visited him and explain
by showing sign not taken care of but now he is asking more money for try and error. Do you
think Robert Auto did his job? He took care of Crank shaft position sensor? It's just like a
doctor who perform different surgery and tell patient that if you are concern or not but i did my
job. My service not done and i lost my money. A bad CMP sensor may interfere with the ignition
system, which may lead to this symptom. You can test the sensor before replacing it. Download
trouble codes and see what you find. There could be other problems. Will a bad camshaft
sensor keep the fuel pump from working i just put new fuel pump in it took awhile to work but
finally started working and was fine then one day just quit again. The CMP in a vehicle can face
high temperatures, which can affect a magnet. But it's better to test the sensor itself to know if
it's still operating within range. There could be a pending code that can guide you. Misfires may
happen for different reasons. A faulty fuel pump or pressure regulator, stuck-open EGR valve
may also lead to a misfire. Make sure the ignition timing is correct. A scan tool would let you
know if the ECM is actually receiving the signal from the sensors. Also, the VVT system is very
delicate, specially when it comes to dirty oil. A leak would warrant a careful look at the system. I
got a fault code p cylinder 1 camshaft sensor missing signal on my Proton Persona Elegance 1.
So, i need some advice or ideas what to do next. Hopefully you can help me out of this issue.
God Bless. On some models a faulty CMP can lock the transmission. Usually, a slipping
transmission is caused by faulty bands, oil automatic or a worn clutch manual. If you have a
manual transmission, this other post may help diagnose the issue:. The code's description
points to an over advanced camshaft bank 1 where cylinder number 1 is located compared to
the computer's programmed specifications. The most common reason is dirty oil or low level.
But the problem could be with the camshaft actuator, its circuit or, sometimes, the timing chain.

I have a Chevy equinox LT and I have code p what could this be and will it be expensive also my
exhaust sounds very loud like a diesel truck, could this be related? Models with a variable valve
timing VVT systems are overly sensitive to engine oil condition dirt, foreing particles and such
and oil flow restrictions. This is usually the context where both codes would appear. This could
be just a perforance issue, requiring an oil change or something more serious affecting the VVT
system, a faulty camshaft sensor or timing issue. I'd replace the oil more frequently to miles or
so, specially a turbo model. If the code reappears, I'll start looking into the sensor and timing
issues. What on a subaru Forrester turbo can cause both a p and a p error message for the
CMP's. The sensor shouldn't move from its mounting position, otherwise it won't be able to
produce the signal. Check the mounting bolt and secure it in place. If necessary, consult the
repair manual for your particular vehicle model. Camshaft Position Sensor in nissan almera
does not work perfectly in its exact place but when i move it like a half circle it is working and
the engine can start? A crankshaft sensor and other can cause the same symptoms. Try
downloading trouble codes, even if the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code
that can help you. This other post may help too:. I have Audi A5 , one day just died they told me
fuel regulator need to be replaced I did replaced along with fuel pump and still doing the same
think, what can possibly be? If the engine turns over, it is cranking. Check compression; make
sure you got good fuel pressure and spark. Downlaod trouble codes, even if you don't see the
check engine light on. There could be pending codes. If the engine doesn't turn over, check the
starting system. I bought a Dodge Ram 5. She said that the truck just cut off on her and never
crank again. I put new plugs,wires,and a new computer module. No luck, all she was the same
thing,turning over. Just wont crank, i have even had backfires. Fuel pump is good. I just order
this sensor. Pray this fix the problem. What do you have offer? The problem could be in the fuel
system or oil may be leaking into the cylinders. Check the fuel pressure for that cylinder. You
may want to check compression on the same cylinder. Hope it helps. I have a Ford F 4. Misfires
at about 20 to 30 I replaced the oxygen sensors. No change. Replaced fuel pressure regulator
no change. Replaced major vacuum hoses. At full RPM misses a lot. If I did the tests right
everything is good. I also regapped the plugs as several were sutted. I since checked them
again only one had a lot of sut on them. The ceramic cone on most was clean and white. Still no
change. However not when I start it, it seem to back fire and seems to lock up monteraly but
then continues to crank and starts. It's possible that it can cause the camshaft sensor to
produce a false signal since the crankshaft and camshaft won't be synchronized. This seems to
be a problem in some Mini Cooper models. But you may want to get a second opinion to make
sure you are making the correct repair for your model. Got a mini cooper S replaced the
camshaft sensor twice was told that it's the timing chain tensioner is that Possible. There could
be several possibilities; the problem seems to be temperature related. This could be a worn fuel
pump issue. The coil seems to fail after the unit warms up. Also, check the engine grounds:. So
I have this Nissan Altima v6, the car drives fine and starts fine when the engine is cold. I have a
suspicion on either the cam shaft position sensor or one of its wiring. I'm not really sure on this
but need some guidance. There could be a problem in the connector itself loose or damage
wires or the circuit itself. Check the signals and reference voltage. I have put in new map
camshaft and crackshaft hhr still get code and a small jerk while driveing. The problem may be
in the cam sensor circuit. The ECU is detecting a bad or distorted signal. Download the trouble
codes again and see if there are more stored in memory. Use that as guide and check the cam's
circuit. I had code P and was told to replace camshaft sensor. We replaced it car did fine for a
bit and then engine light came on. And when you go to take off around 30 miles and hour all the
lights on the dashboard flash red and then it stops. Any suggestions? Check the circuit. Many
times the problem is not with the sensor itself, but the connector or the wiring. Make sure to
read the description of the trouble code. There could be other things triggering the code. I have
a Infiniti g37 base and when i got the car it started to jerk and the check engine light come on
for the driver side cam shaft sensor so i replaced it and the speed picked up and all but then the
same thing and code came back on so i tried the other side and my car wouldnt start with the
new one so i ordered another one and same thing happened but when u put the old one back on
it pick up speed the check engine light go out for 10 minutes and then it starts the jerking again
i dont no what to do! Make sure to scan for trouble codes even if the check engine light is not
ON. Also, this other post can give you some ideas where to look, if necessary:. I have a ford f
with a 4. I changed the cam and crank shaft sensor but still wont start. What could it be. Scan
for trouble codes, even if the engine light is not on. If this is a transmission problem, the could
be several reasons for this: clutch adjustment problem, clutch linkage or shift rail binding, or
internal issues. I have a Maxima and it hard shifts when changing gear, it dies randomly and
won't go over 35 mph. It is possible, but there are several components that can cause a misfire
including a stuck open EGR valve, a vacuum leak, PCV valve issues. This other post can give

you an idea on misfires:. However, you might want to scan the computer for trouble codes, even
if the check engine light is not coming on. There could be some pending codes that can help
you in the diagnostic. I have changed Crank shaft sensor, plugs and wires and distributor cap
and fuel filter,not missing as bad,could it be the coil? The CAM tells the computer which
cylinder is in the power stroke. But a bad sensor can prevent your engine from starting on some
models. It won't drain your battery. Usually the best way to go about trouble codes is to check
the components indicated by the code. Sometimes an apparently unrelated component can trick
the computer into 'thinking' that another sensor is bad. May be this post can help you wtih the
camshaft sensor:. I have honda civic had connected to obd 2foult camshaft sensor so another
foult fuel system which one to replace. You might want to check the circuit wiring and
connector to the sensor and the crankshaft position sensor. Also, there could be a problem with
the gear. Since there was possibly a knocking, check the ignition timing as well. My Infiniti G37
camshafts Position sensor went out while driving. Lucky not a lot of traffic. When I try to start it
sounds like the starter tries to but no acutual combustion happens. I did a reset on the ecu I
believe. Where you had to press pedal 5 times wait however long and what not. After I did that, I
tried starting again. Then I cleaned my throttle body and mass airflow sensors because I was at
a loss praying the valve is not opening. But the valves are good. Still no luck. Before all of this
there was a few times that I had to get a jump randomly. I had to also change my spark plugs
because of some knocking. The spark plug on cylinder 1 had a bunch of black gunk. Then a few
weeks after I had an empty tank of gas so I decided to use one of those cleaners you add with a
full tank. That cause the new spark plug on cylinder 1 to get gunked up again. So I changed that
spark plug again. Each time I would clean the throttle body and mass airflow since I had to take
those off to access the sparks plus. First check for DTCs, even if the engine light is not coming
on. There may be a pending code that can point you in the right direction. If there are no DTCs
but the engine cranks and doesn't start, you may want to check the ignition or fuel systems,
intake air system, or restrictions to the exhaust system. These are the usual suspects. I have a
Nissan X Trail and it fails to start. I am planning to buy a new crankshaft position sensor to
replace the existing one. Do you think the camshaft position sensor is the cause of the
problem? Check for potential DTCs - this usually happens with a bad sensor that affects a lean
or rich fuel mixture temperature sensor, throttle posistion sensor, oxygen sensor. You can see
this happens with bad connected or loose wires on some of this sensors ignition or fuel system.
I have a traverse and it seems like its not getting gas, at a low speed it stumbles so could it be
the camshaft position sensor? Sometimes this happens because of a bad battery. You might
want to check the battery and the sensor as well. And take it from there. Hi i have a BMW i
model. We have tried everything and finally the mechanic says it is the crankshaft sensor,
however there is no engineer no engine light on. Make sure you've replaced the fuel filter, check
the pump relay. Make sure theres voltage getting to the pump and check fuel pressure with a
gauge. This post may help:. My 02 Tahoe LS is not getting any fuel to the fuel rail and I have
changed the fuel pump with a Carter fuel pump and also changed the FPR and still no gas when
I mash the valve. What could be the reason? You need to clear out the trouble codes from the
computer memory. This causes the engine to run poorly because the computer re-calibrates to
optimize engine performance. I have a Challenger. Had the camshaft sensor replaced. Is the
computer supposed to be reprogrammed? Hearing different story from different dealers. Help,
please. There could be some mechanical damage. You need a diagnostic form a shop. Check
the starter motor, make sure it's correctly installed. You may need to pull it out and see if it's
still in good condition. An auto parts store may check it for free. Sir,my car is having issues, my
bottom plate bust on my engine oil pour out totally. Also I hear cracking noise when I try to fire
the vehicle. In general, the camshaft sensor works with the crankshaft sensor to send
information to the ECU, car computer , to synchronize some operations of the fuel injection
system and knocking control. A bad camshaft may also affect spark. The camshaft sensor may
failed due to mechanical damage, failing to 'read' the enconder wheel bad wheel-tooth? When I
drive suddenly car engine of and try start not starting fuel, plug, crank sensor is working but
camft sensor not working because of iwant to kwow that camft sensor is bad engine start not
working this my question. The code points to a problem with the camshaft circuit. There could
be an actual problem with the circuit or the computer. Usually, a problem with the circuit will
manifest as drivability probems - loss of power, misifres, and - depenidng on model - hard to
start issues. Either way, its a good a idea to take a look into it. My dodge neon check engine
light came on a couple days ago and when I checked the code it was P I haven't had any issues
driving or felt anything different. Could the code just need to be cleared, or is there really
something wrong? It is possible a faulty camshaft can cause a misfire. Other common
possibilities are a dirty or bad fuel injectors, faulty oxygen sensor, an ignition coil, and a faulty
EGR valve or clogged passages. If you have an old model, you also want to consider a clogging

cat converter and burned exhaust valves. Got a p code could a failing crank shaft sensor be the
problem,already replaced the vac lines,cleaned intake manifold,idle sensors,spark plugs,tune
up. It's possible the first time when the head gasket was replaced there were other damaged
that wasn't diagnosed, hence the subsequent loosing of power and stalling - compression loss?
My Defender 90 had head gasket failure in June , which was replaced. Since then the car started
loosing power, loss of engine power and stall intermittently. April hear vibrating noice, car
looses power and knocking noise. Just been informed that there is damage to the exhaust cam
lobes, 3 lobes burnt. Any views on this please. Check the connectors and wiring for corrosion
or damage. Also, some models will only take OEM components and will refuse to work
otherwise. Just wondering what would be the reasoning if you put a new sensor in and the car
still doesn't work and the OBD reader still reads the same thing saying that the sensors not
working please help. It's possible there is a problem with the ignition module or even the crank
sensor. Scan for codes first, if there aren't any, have the ignition module checked. I have a 99
Chevy Silverado with 5. I put a new fuel pump on it and timing sensor but it didn't help. What do
you think I need to do next? It's is possible. Read the trouble codes from the ECM for pending
codes if necessary, and test the sensor. Have you checked for carbon buildup in the throttle
body-valve, and blocked passages for the IAC?. A vacuum leak is another possibility. It is
possible you have a failing battery, have it checked and check the connections at the starter for
corrosion. A failing starter can do this as well sometime when hot - coil may have cracked. It'll
work fine when cold but will struggle when hot. Hi, I have a Nissan Altima 07' 3. Then temp goes
normal on decline but temperature gauge reads hot on long drives. I did research says maybe a
thermo sensor? Intermitent faults are hard to diagnose, but the code is pointing to a faulty
crankshaft position sensor or circuit. Still, it's a good idea to pull the sensor and check for
shavings or other contamination that might be interrupting sensor operation. Also check the
reluctor wheel. I had a fine drive all day since morning but at some point the check engine
appeared and upon parking the car refused to start the engine at the evening while leaving
office in the evening. The next day the car started fine and upon taking it for diagnosis the error
code p had registered. You might want to check oil pressure. On some models the computer will
prevent you from starting the engine when oil pressure drops below a certain threshold. It may
seem that the spark or fuel is being cut. You should try to retrieve any trouble codes from the
computer memory to start a diagnostic, since the check engine light is coming on. Have
problem with my infinti since cold weather started idle rough and stalls have to keep revving the
engine up after warm up its fine. I have a problem with a opel Vectra 2. When i drive, the car will
suddenly shut down and the enginge light comes on. The only way i can start the car again is to
take the key out, and then in again of the ignition. After this the car will run smootly again. The
problems have occured several times. I have replaced the crankshaft sensor but with no luck. I
wonder if it could be the camshaft position sensor that causes this? Any tips would be
appreciated! Hi Penny, I too had a similar problem with my car, where the engine would
shutdown when coming to a stop. It would occur without warning and the check engine light
was never activated. This happened to me 3 times over a 5 week period before I realized the car
was low on oil and leaking too. I have a Kia sportage, it seems that a Camshaft Position Sensor
B Circuit Bank 1 went bad but my question is where is this sensor located? I know that there are
two sensors total I have found one but not the other. Can you point me to any resources where I
can find this info. Thanks Much appreciated. A bad crank or cam sensor can make the engine
stop when failing. But low oil pressure can do the same thing on some models. Have you
checked for an oil leak? The fact that it had a normal level in November and a few days later was
very low seems suspicious. Keep an eye on the level. If you suspect a leak, have it checked.
This might be the other reason? I just had to get a cam position sensor replaced. It was so
confusing as my car stopped DEAD in traffic, very scary. Got it towed. Two weeks later, it
stalled again. Took it back. Code for CAM came up but when they tested it manually it all still
worked so they said I did not need a new one and to try driving it again. So I took it to the
Nissan dealer this time as I wanted to be sure. They replaced the CAM position sensor and said
the car was very low on oil. I only had an oil change done in June it is now December and only
4, K since then. It was not low in end of November when I took it to the first garage. Bottom line I
am very confused-and I hope the car is not going to stall again as I am afraid now to take it on
the highway and will only drive it around town, I don' t have any confidence these are what was
causing the problem as when they tested manually it was ok and your article also says it could
be other things. This is on a Nissan X trial by the way which has been until now a fabulous
trouble free car. Sometimes heat can do this to sensors. You may be lucky using some
penetrating oil on the new one but be careful not to get any oil on the surrounding belts.
Possibly the camshaft or crankshaft is not seated correctly. Some sensors come with a spacer
to give the proper distance when installed. Some people remove this thin paper? Make sure the

sensor s are seating correctly. If you removed the spacer or fell before installation, the sensor
may have the sensing surfaced burned. Remove it and check it. I have a Nissan Wingroad that is
giving me some trouble. The first thing i noticed is the tacho got a little jumpy. A little while after
a couple of weeks or so the car would start surging and losing power when trying to accelerate
at low revs. A couple more weeks after that the engine check light came on. I have since
purchased a pair of aftermarket sensors and after installation the car would crank but not fire.
Do i need to erase the fault codes before I carry out the installation? It seems unlikely that both
replacement sensors are faulty American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing
was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased
dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no
real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their
people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to
perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can
use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying
the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Problems That Can Be Caused
by a Failing Camshaft Position Sensor A failing camshaft position sensor CMP sensor can
produce a confusing range of problems, depending on the way it fails and the model of the car:
On some vehicles, a failing camshaft sensor may lock the transmission in a single gear until
you turn off and restart the engine. This cycle may repeat intermittently. If the sensor begins to
fail while your car is moving, you may feel the car jerking while losing power. You may
experience a noticeable loss of engine power. For example, the engine can't accelerate above
35mph. The engine may stall intermittently. You may notice poor engine performance including
irregular acceleration, misfiring, hard starting, or surging. On some car models, a failed CMP
sensor will prevent the ignition from making a spark, so that the engine won't start at all. Index I.
What Is a Camshaft Position Sensor? Sensor Replacement and Cost. Related Articles. By Jerry
Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. VAG 1. It is one of my
favorite engines and offers much tuning potential and is well supported when it comes to
upgrade parts. The cubic centimeters in this 20 Valve turbo charged engine represents what
must still be one of the most tunable engines around today and is found in family cars like the
A3 and A4 and on sports oriented models like the TT, and the S3. It often features in engine
swap projects such is the versatility of this great engine block. The 1. The compression ratio is
set to 9. Technical information of this engine: Bore size of 81mm 3. The turbo delivers a boost
pressure of 8. The engine code is found at the top part of the engine near the valve cover on the
side etched into the head so you might have to clean it off as the stamp often gets covered in
grime. The engine codes are This list is not exhaustive and covers the most popular engines,
some engines were only available in selected markets. We have also seen some swaps on older
models, where for example VW Polos and Golfs had a 1. Fast road camshafts usually bump the
performance across the rpm range, you could drop a little bottom end bhp but the high end rpm
power will be better. Motorsport and race camshafts, bump the high end rpm power band but as
a result the car will not idle smoothly and low end power nearly always suffers. I'd never have
found a Motorsport camshaft to be a pleasure to live with when on the daily commute, because
the lumpy idle will make the car prone to stall and smooth driving at low rpm becomes
impossible. If you are developing a track car this doesn't matter as you are in the high end of
your RPM range anyway and that is where you want the power to be. Some 1. A fast road
camshaft is one of the most effective mods you can do on the 1. Competition cams are not great

at low RPM and can be quite lump, which makes driving in traffic quite tricky and you'll need a
higher tick over to avoid stalling. A fast road cam works really well though, as it's optimised for
road use, it's all about the profile you choose really. There are some good hybrid turbo options
out there and the newer twin scroll turbos are worth investigating, much depends on where in
the rev range you want the power and other mods you've done. Porting and flowing the head is
really effective, and TorqueCars recommend a 3 or 5 angle valve job to maximise airflow into the
engine. This will ensure the engine gives better low end torque and increases it's efficiency.
Expect to have to upgrade the clutch when increasing the power of the engine or the clutch life
will be dramatically reduced the TT aftermarket clutches are likely to be the best option. The
stronger engines had pistons from forged aluminum Mahle, with fracture split forged steel
connecting rods mated to a forged crankshaft which is capable of handling far more that the
mild bhp tune and retaining reliability. The KO3 turbo has 12 blades, and with the right
supporting mods can release power around bhp, the K03s has 8 blades, although lower than the
KO3 the K03s will support around to bhp. The K04 is a larger turbo and came in three versions
some suited to the transverse engine layout in the A4. When remapped you should see an easy
bhp on the stock 1. When pushing these turbos hard you really should look to upgrade the air
intake and intercooler. Turbos fitted to the 1. An obvious upgrade path for KO3 turbo owners is
to swap in a KO4 turbo. The software takes a lot of getting right for the maximum power gains
but interestingly most people report that the KO4 turbo runs fine on the standard manufacturers
ECU Map. It is usually easier to remap the standard KO3 engine and set the boost to 1 bar as
per a number of aftermarket Audi tuners standard remaps. The KO4 changes the characteristics
of the engine and gives a more rewarding drive pulling hard and when the KO3 starts to run out
of steam around rpm the KO4 still delivers good power so is the logical track day or drag strip
turbo. You may think the KO4 is more prone to lag but this is not the case and both are very
similar as far as low down low boost power goes. A number of aftermarket turbos are available
which fit the standard down pipe and they can be tailor made to suit your requirements with
many drivers looking for a mix of economy below rpm and massive power gains from to Hybrid
turbos work really well on the 1. We've seen mechanics spending a loads on turbocharger
upgrades on the 1. Large upgraded turbo units often experience no power at low rpm, and low
capacity turbo units spool up much more quickly but don't have the top end power band gains.
Twin scroll turbos divert the exhaust flow into 2 channels and feed these at differently angled
vanes in the turbo charger. They also boost the scavenging effect of the engine. We note 4 bar
air sensors coping with quite large power gains, whereas the OEM air sensor was restricting
power at a much lower level. The N75 is controlled by the ECU and acts as a bleed valve, it
regulated the spool up and boost duration of the turbo. If your N75 is faulty you'll generally
experience lower boost, and or power surging or lumpy power delivery. It may even drop into
limp home mode. You want the turbo to keep spinning but if you lift off the boost produced will
just build up, if the turbo shuts down, you'll have to wait for it to spool up. Generally in most
cars the wastegate assists the turbo to keep spinning and producing power. The N75 uses the
wasted boost to keep the turbo spinning at light load conditions, clever eh? This is why you
don't want to fit an atmospheric dump valve, as all that lovely pressurised fast moving air is lost
plus it upsets the ECU and you don't want an upset ECU do you? It sits between the wastegate
and turbos high pressure outlet, it has 2 outputs and just 1 boost input. The output goes to
either the wastegate and the intake fully diverting boost to the wastegate when it's closed or
leaking some boost to the intake allowing for a faster spool up. The top of the N75 is a small
screw, in some cars this has a locked thread to prevent tampering. But if you're lucky you won't
be thread locked and can make adjustments to it. You only need to make very small
adjustments to make a difference, and you need to bear in mind the ECU is expecting a certain
range of performance from it and will go all LIMP on you if you get it wrong. Setting the N75
valve right is a bit of an art but adjust it to the right and very little air will be vented from the
wastegate giving a smoother power delivery but less overall boost. Turn it to the left you'll get
more boost going to the wastegate but you'll notice the power spiking as the N75 closes and
opens. Essentially a performance version allows greater range of control, a faster response and
will be less prone to sticking or leaking, all of which can cause problems in your power delivery.
We have heard of people swapping the N75 for an N18 successfully but you'd be better of
sourcing a performance version. The air intake may need upgrading, typically the sensor
housing is enlarged and used with the OEM MAF sensor, but it makes sense to upgrade the
MAF sensor if you want to hit higher power levels. Most tuners we speak with say to over
specify your injectors flow rate. You won't get more power just adding bigger injectors, but you
will hit power limits with other mods fitted if you don't supply enough fuel. Others use a drive by
wire system and use the ME7. We've seen 1. Your map needs to take the injector profile into
account, so fitting a well known unit can save a lot of time and headaches later. This depends

on how the car is driven so if you are are a heavy footed driver or make lots of short journeys
on a cold engine the service interval is reduced from these figures. Use of the wrong type of oil
will cause the oil pump to seize due to sludge created in the turbo housing. This causes a
catastrophic loss of oil pressure and engine failure and unless you can prove that the correct oil
grade was used the warranty is invalidated. The engine takes 3. Using the wrong oil will almost
guarantee you get dangerous sludge build up which will eventually wreck the turbo. NB: Not all
oils marked synthetic are true synthetics. Some users have reported problems with early coil
packs but most of these will have been replaced now and newer coil packs do not seem to have
any problems. Fitting a blow off valve or dump valve can cause problems with the engine
management as there is a loss of system pressure. The air flow sensor can become soiled
particularly if you use a filter which is impregnated with oil. Take off the air flow sensor and
clean with a IPA based solvent if you notice any hesitation or problems that can be assigned to
a faulty MAF. Please share this page with your friends on :. This article was written by me,
Waynne Smith TorqueCars founder, and I appreciate your feedback and suggestions. This entry
was filed under Audi. You can leave a response below or join our forum to discuss this article
and car modification in detail with our members. If you liked this page please share it with your
friends, drop a link to it in your favourite forum or use the bookmarking options to save it to
your social media profile. Feedback Please use our forums if you wish to ask a tuning question ,
and please note we do not sell parts or services, we are just an online magazine. Name required.
Mail not published required. Your Constructive comments on this article. I build a auditt which
we stroked to a 2. I am sitting with a huge problem in that the throttle closes itself under hard
boost. Is there any way of solving this problem. On the dyno the car acts normal but on the road
it starts having a mind of its own. It sounds like the car is going into limp home mode or the anti
knock protection is kicking in. I suspect you need better fuelling. Did you uprate the fuel pump
and injectors? On the dyno the air intake is usually warmer therefore less oxygen is available on
the open road the air intake is much cooler and it could just be the difference between the car
running lean or not. Check the boost levels when this happens and see what happens to the
fuelling. I run my car hard often and have had not problems with its performance. And as soon
as I get a second car to become my daily driver I will strip the TT down and build it up for time
attacks while staying with the 1. He was right about that. Life fast and live free. The jerk is from
too much boost at low RPMs. I had the same problem with a stock 1. I had it worked on and they
pinched the line to the waste gate and it was running full boost all the time. Hopes this helps.
Almost destroyed engine. O-ring between oil filter flange and turbo oil cooler assembly dried
out and leaked badly. Easy fix, and nothing but a cheap o-ring. Owners of older models Audis
should replace this o-ring. Unit located where oil filter screws on, between the filter and the
engine oil flange. Thats right to the top line on the dipstick. If I put 4. U guys should check that!
There would appear to be some differences between these engines across the range. Perhaps
the Transverse A4 1. Interested to know how the front control arm bushings held up to
Champcar in your B5 Audi. I am building a 1. What codes are compatible with ATW? Can i use
any engine code just as long as I get the ECU that comes with it? Is there a reason for this?
Also, are you certain that the connecting rods are forged? Forged components cannot be
identified on the engine code alone, the year of manufacture also comes into play. Fantastic
article in plain english: I have a 1. We have heard of cheap import turbos suffering from
premature failure, sadly the quality control and casting of these cheap imported turbos can
often be far from ideal. Not that all are bad, but we would tend to source a local reconditioned
one or used one with some kind of warranty. You do get what you pay for. Fantastic article,
thanks for putting it together. I have a 1. Do you think this would require a turbo and clutch
upgrade to retain reliability? The stock turbo is K03 on my unit. Appreciate your input. The
article says that engine puts out up to so hopefully my assumptions are correct! The only other
question is whether, if I buy and install a Bluefin remap, Audi would know that I have done so
use it for a bit and return to normal map before putting in for a service? Hi Just had my A4 1.
What boost psi would it be running on this stage1 And should I preorder a clutch and if so
would the TT clutch fit? It has the AVJ lump in it with a aluminium forge type DV which I can
change the spring, hence the question about boost pressure. I love it, power band from up and
just keeps pulling!! Great info by the way and glad to know that my AVJ engine is a strong one. I
have a A4 Quattro 1. Can anyone help me with how to set the timing on both crankshaft and
camshaft pulleys. Setting timing from scratch as if the belt broke. Where are the marks? The
main timing mark is on the crank, then you need to find TDC and set the cams accordingly. Any
thoughts. Have you checked the coilpacks? Hey there, I have a 1. Dont want to blow up my
beloved 1. What components should I upgrade to stay safe? Fuel pump? Typically a broken
thermostat, a faulty water pump, or blockage in the coolant. There are other more exotic
reasons. Thank you for this article. I have a bjx 1. I have read so many forums but not many

talking about this engine code. May I ask if you would know if the Pistons are mahle. I know the
weakest point of this engine is the rids. I have recently purchased a Garrett Gtr turbo from the
nisaan s14 s Would you recommend I change the Rods for this application and would a tuning
company remap my ecu to run such a turbo. Would it not be easier just to put an aftermarket
ecu for better tuning. The BJX does not appear to have forged pistons but my data on that is not
conclusive as the part is not listed! If you are pushing power to the bhp mark then I would
recommend forged pistons. An aftermarket ECU would give better control but costs more and is
more complex to setup and the cars immobiliser runs through the ECU. We managed to make
hp on the dyno but then when adding more boost the mixture started to run richer which we
couldnt understand. Any thoughts? Are you running an uprated air sensor? Is the turbo topping
out before you get the potential boost? Is the wastegate leaking or an air intake pipe
somewhere. If you remove the air filter housing does it still run rich? Join our forum today and
benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. You will also have full access
to the modifed car gallery, project car updates and exclusive member only areas. All car owners
of all ages and from all countries are welcome. Sign up now!!! Best cold air intake induction kits
Read more Brake Mods Brake upgrade kits. Read more Customizing a car guide Read more Car
Mats Tailored fitted custom and off the shelf car mats. Winter driving tips for rain, flood, snow
and foggy road conditions. This site uses cookies: Your use of this site implies acceptance of
these,you can disable cookies read more. Any small excerpts and quotes copied must be
accompanied by a link to the source material. We detect all unauthorised copyright material
taken from our site the moment it is picked up by the search engines using pattern matching
tools. Use of this site: Please treat the information on this site as purely speculative. Our
content is protected by CopyScape. We accept no responsibility for damage caused due to
following a recommendation made on this site or in the forum. It is your responsibility to check
and verify any car tuning tip, car styling tip or other articles content with a qualified mechanic
before undertaking work or following instructions. Something suitable for one model of car may
be completely unsuitable for another - so we can only give generic theory. Please drive sensibly
we do not endorse speeding or racing on the public highway or driving recklessly or in a
manner than could endanger life or property. Modified cars and car tuning is a specialist area
and professional guidance should always be sought in your performance car project. Save
racing for the track and keep the roads safe. Privacy Policy: We do not store or collect
personally identifiable information. Cookies are used to track visitor behaviour enabling us to
monitor and optimise the effectiveness of our content, and to remember your preferences and
settings on this site. Our advertising partners may also use cookies in accordance with their
respective privacy policies to provide adverts of most interest to you based on sites you visit
and search terms and collate interest based statistics to do so. To read more on this and how to
opt out click here All information held by us is kept secure and confidential and will not be
divulged to others. The cookies we need to use, for example we need to see which pages people
find useful in our analytics cookies, we also need to remember your choices preferences and
settings and make sure we don't show too many of the same adverts. We won't know who you
are personally or be able to track you after your visit to our site. See adverts offers and special
deals of interest to you by allowing our trusted Google advertisers to use targeted interest
based advertising cookies. Tuning the Audi 1. The fact these engines can be tuned to such
extremes indicates the versatility of them. The 20 valves are arranged with 3 intake valves and 2
exhaust valves per cylinder. Help us improve, leave a suggestion or tip Click here to cancel
reply. Nathan says:. June 22, at am. TorqueCars says:. July 6, at am. Ken Cain says:. September
14, at am. November 24, at pm. Barry says:. August 4, at am. Ken MacLeod says:. December 29,
at pm. March 2, at am. Chris Bendure says:. August 21, at am. August 24, at pm. Roberts says:.
October 9, at am. February 27, at pm. Pete Schneider says:. August 23, at pm. Rick says:. March
8, at pm. Ricky says:. March 17, at am. March 20, at am. Phill says:. March 23, at pm. Tommy
says:. May 21, at pm. May 30, at pm. Jure says:. June 6, at pm. James says:. December 23, at
pm. Tam says:. June 15, at pm. July 2, at am. July 4, at am. Matt says:. July 26, at pm. Dante
says:. August 13, at am. Shayden says:. June 19, at pm. Patrick says:. July 4, at pm. October 21,
at pm. November 1, at am. Daniel says:. April 14, at pm. John Maxim says:. April 24, at am. April
24, at pm. Dane says:. July 5, at am. July 9, at am. John says:. September 2, at am. September 2,
at pm. Member Benefits Join our forum today and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling
and friendly car banter. Cookie Notice: Don't Worry! That's Ok Privacy policy : Choose which
cookies to accept here Settings. Close We are very selective over cookie usage and have
restricted permissions, you may choose to see personalised adverts, offers and deals by giving
permission to set non essential cookies below. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. The spark-ignition petrol engines listed below operate on the four-stroke cycle ,
and unless stated otherwise, use a wet sump lubrication system, and are water-cooled. Since

the Volkswagen Group is German, official internal combustion engine performance ratings are
published using the International System of Units commonly abbreviated "SI" , a modern form
of the metric system of figures. In case of conflict, the metric power figure of kilowatts kW will
be stated as the primary figure of reference. For the turning force generated by the engine, the
Newton metre Nm will be the reference figure of torque. Furthermore, in accordance with
European automotive traditions, engines shall be listed in the following ascending order of
preference: [ citation needed ]. The petrol engines which Volkswagen Group previously
manufactured and installed are in the list of discontinued Volkswagen Group petrol engines
article. The EA series of internal combustion engines was initially developed by Audi under
Ludwig Kraus's leadership and introduced in in the Audi 50 and shortly after, in the original
Volkswagen Polo. It is a series of water-cooled inline three- and inline four-cylinder petrol and
diesel engines , in a variety of displacement sizes. This overhead camshaft engine features a
crossflow cylinder head design. The camshaft is driven by a toothed belt from the crankshaft,
this belt also provides the drive for an intermediate shaft that internally operates the oil pump,
ignition distributor and coolant pump. Other "V" belt-driven accessories are the alternator and if
fitted power steering, and air-conditioning pump. In transverse mount configuration, the
exhaust side is towards the vehicle firewall, in longitudinal configuration, the exhaust side is to
the right as you face front in either left or right-hand drive vehicles. The installation position of
the engines has also been optimised. Just as in the diesels, the petrol engines are now mounted
with the exhaust side facing backwards and tilted at an angle of 12 degrees. The crankshaft
alone became lighter by 20 per cent; the connecting rods lost 30 per cent of their weight. In
addition the connecting rod bearing journals are now hollow-drilled and pistons now come with
flat bottoms, all of them optimized for lower weight. Regarding thermal management, the EA
petrol engine is equipped with a modern dual-circuit cooling system. That means that a high
temperature circuit with a mechanically driven cooling pump cools the basic engine, while a low
temperature circuit flows through the intercooler and the turbo-charger casing. The
cylinder-head circuit heats the cabin's interior. The exhaust manifold is integrated into the
cylinder head, enabling the engine to warm up more quickly, in turn making heat available
quickly for the passenger cabin. At high loads, the exhaust is cooled by the coolant, lowering
fuel consumption. EA is a family of turbocharged 90 degrees V6 spark ignition engines. It
includes steel cylinder liners, balancer shaft located within the vee, maximum compression
ratio of The EA engines are a family of three and four-cylinder engines that are currently in use
across the Volkswagen Group. An EA family is an Audi-designed unit that features some of the
latest engine technology such as direct fuel injection, sintered camshaft lobes, thin-walled
engine block, variable valve timing and lift for intake and exhaust valves, downstream oxygen
sensors, exhaust manifold integrated into the cylinder head, exhaust gas recirculation and
cooling, distributors coil-on-plug ignition, lightweight engine internals, slide valve thermostat
some variants , and the addition of port fuel injection to aid low load fuel consumption and cold
start emissions. The port fuel injection also aids in reducing the potential carbon deposits that
can occur in direct-injected engines. As of , the 'dual injection' system has not been offered in
North American markets. Still, Volkswagen has made numerous enhancements to their engine
designs such as the positive crankcase ventilation, repositioning injectors and more to lessen
the potential that carbon deposits accumulate on intake valves. Currently, the EA engine is
available in two sizes: 1. Furthermore, the R would be able to accelerate from 0â€” in just 3. The
new fuel-saving engine presented at the Geneva Motor Show. The EA family of internal
combustion engines was initially developed by Audi under Ludwig Kraus leadership and
introduced in in the Audi 80 , and was eventually superseded by the EA evolution introduced in
Forty million engines have been produced. This range will eventually be superseded by the all
new EA project, introduced with the 1. At engine speeds just above idle, the belt-driven
supercharger provides a boost pressure of 1. This engine is made at
Volkswagen-Motorenfertigung, Chemnitz. It uses only one method of forced induction â€” a
turbocharger and not a supercharger , and has water-cooled intercooler. The engine has
reduced frictional losses, optimised camshafts, new intake ports, and new high-pressure
injector valves. New lightweight aluminum construction, an integrated into the head exhaust
manifold, and a toothed-belt drive for its double overhead camshaft valvetrain that incorporates
variable intake and exhaust timing. Output varies based on internal component selection,
turbocharger, and engine control unit ECU software. This ubiquitous power plant has been
extensively used in all four mainstream Volkswagen Group marques, along with Volkswagen
Industrial Motor applications. This engine is also used in a very high state of tune in the
one-make Formula Palmer Audi FPA open-wheeled auto racing series. Based entirely on
road-car production engines and prepared and built by Mountune Racing , it only differs by
utilising a Pi Research Pectel electronic fuel injection and a water-cooled Garrett T34

turbocharger with closed-loop boost control. Developed as a pure race engine and again built
by Mountune Racing, this variant includes many all-new lightweight components, and has been
converted to a dry sump lubrication system. This turbocharged EA engine is based on the
naturally aspirated kW 2. This latest EA family of internal combustion engines is anticipated to
be an eventual complete replacement of the EA range. Grey cast iron GJL remains the choice
material for the cylinder block and crankcase, due to its inherent good acoustic dampening
properties. This all-new EA range is notable for utilising simplex roller chains to drive the two
overhead camshafts, instead of the former engines' toothed-rubber timing belt. Furthermore, EA
engines are also able to utilise the Audi-developed 'valvelift' technology, which complements
the existing variable valve timing. This new family of engines is scheduled to be universally
available for all markets on five continents, within all marques of the Volkswagen Group. The
former EA range still remains in production. In even more extreme cases it would affect the
Generation 3 from to present day. The rectification for this is performed after a two part oil
consumption test is carried out by a main dealer, The vehicle will need to be burning more than
approximately a metric litre per 1, KM or miles, or if the top up oil warning illuminates on the
instrument cluster. From late , the modified internal engine components were fitted to new
replacement engines and new vehicle units by the Volkswagen group engine plants. Another
common issue is camshaft timing chain tensioner failure, again in earlier generation 1 models. If
in the case of this component failing, the chain would jump, allowing the pistons and valves to
potentially hit each other, causing expensive and possibly terminal engine damage. Along with
the earlier mentioned oil consumption issues, this was eventually addressed by the Volkswagen
Group engine plants, Who fitted a modified internally known as Version 2 tensioner that is
retained by a much more reliable spring retainer instead. The final mainstream common issue
affects all EA generations. The cooling system is mainly a problem free system, with the
exception of the plastic thermostat unit, these are very commonly known to be prone to leaks,
with no specific part of the housing known to leak. The coolant pump is driven by the intake
side balance shaft, on the flywheel side of the engine. The rectification is to renew the
thermostat unit with a modified unit, and if needed in later models, the coolant pump if
necessary. However these newer units are still known to leak. There have currently been no
further modifications to the design of this to combat the issues by Volkswagen Group. The MQB
platform suffers from early turbocharger failure. More so: models built prior to are more prone
to failure. This can be caused because there is shaft play due to an imbalanced input shaft
which can cause the turbine to collide with the teflon coating of the turbocharger, or because of
the manifold sealing surface. Most of them are being replaced under warranty by VW. This is
most likely due to the plastic housing [ citation needed ] , it's recommended to install an
uprated aluminium one. This 2. It is derived from now retired 3. The 2. This engine unveiled in is
an all-aluminium alloy, longer stroke version of the 2. This VR6 engine was often badged as a
"V6" in Audi models. Of their eight-cylinder petrol engines, all Volkswagen Group V8 engines
are primarily constructed from a lightweight cast aluminium alloy cylinder block crankcase and
cylinder heads. They all use multi-valve technology, with the valves being operated by two
overhead camshafts per cylinder bank sometimes referred to as 'quad cam'. All functions of
engine control are carried out by varying types of Robert Bosch GmbH Motronic electronic
engine control units. These V8 petrol engines initially were only used in cars bearing the Audi
marque , but are now also installed in Volkswagen Passenger Cars 'premium models'. They are
all longitudinally orientated , and with the exception of the Audi R8 , are front-mounted. It is
available in two versions; a basic or 'comfort' version, first used in the Audi Q7; and a
sports-focussed high-revving version, with features borrowed from motorsport, for the B7 RS4
quattro and the Audi R8. The 5. These 2. This allows the turbocharger s to produce boost
pressure more quickly as the path the exhaust gases travel is much reduced. Audi version of
the engine includes electronic monitoring of the oil level, while Bentley engine includes a
dipstick for oil check. In addition, the Bentley engine uses switchable hydraulic mounts instead
of Audi's active electrohydraulic engine mounts. The Bentley engine does not include a
stop-start system. This 6. A first in Audi 's history, this new generation high-performance V10
engine is based on Audi's V8 FSI engines , and retains the same fundamental design principals
of the V8 FSI, including the crankcase, cylinder heads, valvetrain, fuel system and intake
manifold. However, an all new crankshaft, balance shaft , double-chambered intake manifold
with dual throttle valves, exhaust manifold, and ECUâ€”are all unique to the V As part of the
new V10 engine development, specific emphasis was placed on 'refinement', 'comfort' and
'sportiness' â€” as required for installation in Audi high-performance luxury cars. This engine is
often, but incorrectly, referred to as a derivative of the Gallardo's original 5. However, the
subsequent 5. It is a development of Audi's fundamentally identical 5. This variant has been
de-tuned for the Audi R8 V This specific configuration is more appropriately described as a

WR12 engine. It would mostly share the same technical specifications with its turbocharged 6.
However, as of August , only examples of the W12 variant were press cars. It is rumoured that
the W12 variant is only available as special orders in selected European dealerships. This new
engine was promised to be made available on the 3rd generation A8 More compact dimensions
than a comparable V8 engine FSI direct injection with twin high-pressure fuel pumps, twin fuel
rails and six-port high pressure injectors. This is a new V12 engine developed for Lamborghini.
The company's fourth in-house engine and their first new V12 since its founding, it made its
first appearance in the Lamborghini Aventador. This W16 badged engine is the first and so far
the only production W16 engine in the world. This specific configuration method means it is
more appropriately described as a WR16 engine. The following table contains a very brief
selection of current and historical Volkswagen Group spark-ignition petrol engines for
comparison of performance and operating characteristics:. Volkswagen Passat B5. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from 1. Wikipedia list article. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This transport-related
list is incomplete ; you can help by expanding it. Main article: Volkswagen EA engine. See also:
Volkswagen EA engine. See also: Volkswagen G60 engine. Automobil Revue in German.
Retrieved 22 July Green Car Congress. Retrieved 23 October Let's track the issue Archived from
the original PDF on 5 July Retrieved 26 April CS1 maint: archived copy as title link. Archived
from the original on 6 December Retrieved 30 July Archived from the original on 30 August
Volkswagen Group. MAN Energy Solutions. Platforms Vehicles. Autostadt Ehra-Lessien
Factories. Volkswagen emissions scandal Volkswagen currywurst. Category Commons.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Passat B3. Passat
B4. Eurovan US only. Passat B5. New Beetle. Volkswagen Teramount. New Beetle RSi. Golf Mk4
R Golf Mk5 R Passat B6 3. Superb B6. Bugatti Vision Gran Turismo. However there has always
been a fundamental drawback in the design of the VAG 1. While this works fine for 1. In addition
the stock 1. Altering the cam timing entails removing the rocker cover then resetting the inlet
cam timing, which requires the removal of a series of small bolts on the cam chain wheels,
which can be a fiddly and lengthy process. Hence why Cat Cams has now designed a unique 1.
This new package will enable engine builders to easily extract maximum performance from their
cam installs by speedily altering the inlet and exhaust cam timing, accurately and reliably. The
system is simple in operation â€” around the face of the True Lock pulley is a series of drilled
holes representing one degree of cam advance or retard. Users simply have to undo the
securing bolts and then rotate the two parts of the pulley until the supplied alignment pin slides
into the desired hole. The pulley is then bolted back together, the locking pin is removed and
the user can be confident that the cam timing is set accurately, without the need to align
hard-to-see vernier scales. And with plus or minus ten degrees of advance and retard available,
there is plenty of scope for serious adjustment. Indeed strength is a key feature of the materials
used for the True Lock pulleys â€” they are machined from top quality aluminium billets and the
outer cam wheel is hard anodised to ensure durability. Finally, but crucially, because the Cat
Cams twin pulley package results in both cams being driven from the same end of the engine,
the potential for unwanted retardation of the inlet timing on cylinder number one is eliminated,
helping to boost power and torque on highly tuned 1. Supplied as a comprehensive kit including
cam profiles and pulleys, the Cat Cams 1. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are
commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You
are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me
of new posts via email. Optimise the cam timing on a VAG 20V 1. Like this: Like Loading Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:.
Email required Address never made public. Name required. Add your thoughts here Email
Required Name Required Website. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it.
Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. VW recalls 92k models from for camshaft failure. Chris
Bruce. Share 0 Comments. Volkswagen has a new recall in the US that affects 91, vehicles with
the company's EA 1. The problem? The rear camshaft lobe can shear off. The affected models
are: Jetta Beetle Beetle Convertible Golf SportWagen Passat Golf GTI The camshaft lobe that
can break off drives the brake vacuum pump, and if the problem occurs drivers would lose
power assistance and suffer reduced engine performance. The company has no reports of
injuries from this issue, though. According to Volkswagen of America spokesperson Mark
Gillies to Autoblog , the affected engines were made at the company's Silao factory. According

to documents submitted to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration as a PDF , VW
doesn't yet know the root cause for these failures, and the automaker doesn't expect to have a
fix ready until March The company will first notify owners of the problem on December 22, and
it'll send a second letter when there's a repair. If a vehicle is affected in the meantime, dealers
will replace the camshaft for free with existing parts. Show full PR text. In the affected vehicles,
the camshaft lobe that drives the brake vacuum pump may shear off, resulting in a loss of brake
assist. Volkswagen will send owners an interim notification by December 22, and will send a
second notification when a remedy plan has been finalized, currently expected to be in March
Owners may contact Volkswagen customer service at Volkswagen's number for this recall is
23R1. As such, Volkswagen has notified NHTSA of an upcoming voluntary safety recall affecting
approximately 91, vehicles with a 1. On some vehicles, the rear camshaft lobe has the potential
to unexpectedly shear off from the camshaft. If this happens, vacuum pump power will be lost
so that the pump will not deliver further vacuum supply to the brake booster, and reduced
engine power will cause the Malfunction Indicator Light MIL to come on. After depletion of the
vacuum reserve, braking effort increases. At no cost to customers, authorized VW dealers will
repair the vehicle if it is identified as having come from one of the affected production lots. No
injuries related to this issue have been reported. Volkswagen will notify all owners of affected
vehicles and will instruct them to arrange for an appointment with an authorized Volkswagen
dealer. About Volkswagen of America, Inc. Founded in , Volkswagen of America, Inc. VWoA is
headquartered in Herndon, Virginia. VWoA's operations in the United States include research
and development, parts and vehicle processing, parts distribution centers, sales, marketing and
service offices, financial service centers, and its state -of-the- art manufacturing facility in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. The Volkswagen Group is one of the world's largest producers of
passenger cars and Europe's largest automaker. Visit Volkswagen of America online at
Featured Gallery Volkswagen Passat. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a
comment. Latest Recalls. Ford issues recalls for F-Series truck windshields, Super Duty
payload labels. Ford recalls Bronco Sport over loose rear suspension. View More. Thank You
Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're
using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. Our web site lists our most
popular products for over vehicles. We have products for over vehicles. If your vehicle is not
listed, it does not mean that we do not have profiles and parts available for it. Please contact us
if you do not see what you are looking for! Our nickel based hard facing alloys are
homogeneous materials containing complex microscopic bi- and tri-metallics. These weld
overlays greatly enhance the erosion and abrasion resistance of our hard welded parts. In
addition, they offer very high thermal fatigue resistance. During our welding process a
metallurgical bond is achieved with the substrate. We are constantly designing new profiles for
new applications, so if you want up to the minute information please don't hesitate to call us
directly, we are here to help you. Our web site lists our most popular products and services.
Many of our products have helped racers win national championships and set national and
world records. The top professionals have put their trust in our constant research and
development program that includes race track and dyno testing. Whether you choose a cam for
street, strip or off-road, you can be certain the same attention to detail is given to all applica
kia sedona engine diagram
2002 ford explorer headlights bulb
1996 suzuki ds80
tions. The entire crew at WEB-CAM has a dedication to top quality workmanship and reflects
the owners dedication to quality, performance and innovation. If you have any questions about
WEB-CAM products, or need advice on special applications, please call us between a. Pacific
Time, Monday thru Friday at Over the years, WEB-CAM has developed, ground and carefully
stored many master cams dating as far back as the early 's. With this extensive collection of
originals, combined with the many years of experience working with them, WEB-CAM has
become the natural choice of antique restorers worldwide for their camshaft work. Please
contact our factory direct for specific prices and services available for antique automotive and
motorcycle camshafts. Listed in this site are our most popular applications. If your application

is not listed here, please contact us, we can probably help you. Stock and high performance
profiles are available. Web Cam Inc. Open Monday - Friday, am - pm Pacific Phone:

